
Vueling and Ural Aircraft Runway Incursion at Barcelona

While one aircraft was about to take-off, the other came into conflict on a crossing
runway at Barcelona Airport. ATC defused the situation.  At about down, the
Vueling Airbus A320 was lining up on runway 07R, while the Ural Airlines Airbus
A321 was on final approach to runway 02 with landing clearance already received.

Read More
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FAA Urges Airlines to Assess Lithium Battery Risks

The Federal Aviation Administration issued a safety alert to U.S. and foreign
commercial passenger and cargo airlines, urging them to conduct a safety risk
assessment to manage the risks associated with transporting lithium batteries as
cargo.

Read More

Aging Aircraft Ban

A new Indonesian Ministry of
Transportation rule banning the import
of any commercial passenger aircraft
more than 10 years old  and
freighters... 

Read More

Pilot Training Reform

The debate surrounding the Colgan
accident in Buffalo strikes at the core
of how aviation safety has developed
since the dawn of aviation.

Read More

Airbus A320 Neo vs Boeing 737 MAX

The future of single-aisle aircraft is taking flight with Airbus A320neo and Boeing
737 MAX– creating better, more efficient ways for airlines and passengers to fly.

Editor's Review
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Air France Officially Inaugurates Its A380 Between Paris
and Mexico

Air France officially inaugurated its Airbus A380, the Company’s largest super
jumbo in its long-haul fleet, on the Paris-Charles de Gaulle – Mexico route.

Read More

A321neo Takes To The Sky
For The First Time

The first A321neo equipped with CFM
International LEAP-1A engines
completed its maiden flight on
February 9th from Hamburg,
Germany.

Read More

Myanmar Air Force B1900
Crashed Near Naypyidaw

The propeller aircraft crashed
immediately after taking off at
Naypyidaw International Airport
leaving all five people on board dead.

Read More
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F-35A Lightning II
Completes First Trans-
Atlantic Crossing

An Italian Air Force  F-35A Lightning II
aircraft completed very first
transatlantic Ocean crossing, arriving
at Naval Air Station Patuxent River.

Read More

Russia is Making a Huge
Effort to Challenge US
Influence in Iraq

Russia is ready to sell civil airliners to
Iraq and keep providing it with military
aid to fight Islamic State, Deputy
Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin said on
Thursday.

Read More

FTEJerez to Supply Graduate Pilots to easyJet

Flight Training Europe (FTE Jerez) has been selected by easyJet to provide pilot
graduates to be the future First Officers and Captains.

Read More
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Airbus Will Develop Full
Flight Simulator For H160

Airbus Helicopters has partnered with
Thales and Helisim to develop and
deploy the full flight simulator (FFS)
for the H160.

Read More

Lockheed Martin Unveils
Advanced Pilot Training
Solution

Lockheed Martin announced today
that it will offer the T-50A in the U.S.
Air Force’s Advanced Pilot Training
 competition.

Read More

Ethiopian Airlines’ New
Academy to Increase
Training Capacity

Ethiopian Airlines has launched its
refurbished aviation academy.The
rebuilt academy,   will increase its
annual intake capacity to 4,000
students.

Read More

Ground Handlers Are the
Wheels That Run the Airline
Industry

The romance of flying is such that it is
very easy to miss those on the ground
— and often in the background — who
make travelling a pleasure.

Read More
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Lufthansa Technik Provides Support For Eurowings Long-
Haul Fleet

Lufthansa Technik AG is to provide comprehensive technical support for the new
Eurowings long-haul fleet. The agreement was reached with SunExpress
Germany, which operates intercontinental flights from Germany for the Lufthansa
Group under the Eurowings brand.

Read More

Boeing Supports ICAO
Aircraft CO2 Emissions
Standard

Boeing commends the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP) for reaching
agreement on the first global standard
for aircraft carbon-dioxide emissions.

Read More

Airbus Starts A350-1000
Final Assembly

Airbus has started final assembly of
the first A350-1000 on schedule at the
A350 XWB Final Assembly Line in
Toulouse, France. This A350-1000, will
take to the skies for its maiden flight
before the end of 2016.

Read More
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Aviation Voice
Aviation Voice - the source of latest
aviation news for you. Our goal is to be
here and now with all aviation news in one
place. No matter if you are a professional
or enthusiast we spread the news for
everyone.
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